Chloroplast fragments when illuminated in suspension media containing an oxidant such as p-benzoquinone, potassium ferricyanide or TPN support the photoproduction of oxygen from water (1) . In previous papers we have shown that the actual free-energy requirement of this type of Hill reaction is approximately independent of oxidant despite the fact that the formal requirement varies from oxidant to oxidant and is in general less than that of the complete photosynthetic process (2, 3) . As a consequence, it may be concluded from free energy considerations that such Hill-reaction systems retain the remarkable efficiency of the natural process of photosynthesis. Since we have also shown that such systems yield reproducible quantitative results in rate measurenments, reactions with inhibitors and the like (4), they provide a relatively simple and attractive point of attack on the photosynthetic process. Recent work, particularlv by Jagendorf and his co-workers (5) , has intensified interest in the Hill reaction through demonstrations of the relationship between this reaction and photophosphorylation. The later work has been carried out on chloroplast preparations which are undoubtedly more complex in chemical constitution and perhaps in structural interactions than fragments. The distinction between whole chloroplasts and fragments has not always been made in the past and, indeed, preparations have not corubined with necessary water-soluble cofactors and reactants, do carry out photophosphorylation just as well as intact chloroplasts. Thus, fragment preparations also provide a direct and much simplified system for investigation of this important reaction (6) .
This paper confines itself to the Hill reaction of well-washed chloroplast fragments, our intention being to provide further fundamental information leading to a detailed characterization of the process. Eventually, the collection of biochemical, chemical and physical facts about photosynthesis will have to be organized on a framework of chemical kinetics if the process is to be understood in any really fundamental sense. It seems obvious that this undertaking will be very much facilitated if attention is first given to the Hill reaction, which has been shown consistently to vield simple kinetics entirely reminiscent of results obtained with chemical and enzymic systems. As will be shown in this paper, not the least fortunate appearance of simplicity is in the rate law relating velocity and light intensity. Under a very wide range of conditions, this rate law assumes a single, simple form in contradistinction to the behavior of the rate law of complete photosynthesis, which is complicated by many dependencies on extrinsic and intrinsic variables, some of which are difficult, if not impossible, to control (6) . In this paper we shall establish the rate law for light intensity and provide quantitative data relative to temperature and wave length dependencies of the reaction parameters. This will be followed in the subsequent paper by a consideration of the consequences of the remarkably simple form of this law. In our treatment, we shall assume that the Hill reaction should be studied as an independent entity quite free of iunplications derived from observations on the total photosynthetic process in intact cells. Thus, we shall work to explain photosynthesis in terms of the Hill reaction, rather than the reverse.
or from rhubarb chard leaves. The leaves were grown in such a way as to have high intrinsic Hill-reaction activity so that as high rates of reaction as possible could be secured. It was thus generally possible to work at temperatures near zero where the loss of intrinsic activity during an experiment is usually so small as to be negligible with respect to our other errors. Careful control of blending and centrifugation procedures produced material essentially free of intact chloroplasts (3, 8 Previous to this study, it was the custom in our laboratory when using the potentiometric method to evaluate the amount of ferrocyanide ion produced in the reaction by calculation from potentiometric curves using the apparent half-cell potential of the ferricyanide-ferrocyanide couple provided by each curve. It was discovered in this work that such a choice of halfcell potential leads to fictitious straightening of the product-time curves thus calculated and in so doing hides thermal inactivation. Choice of the true halfcell potential appropriate to a given reaction mixture is necessary if the experiments are of such long duration that inactivation occurs. In such a case, the correct rate can be obtained by extrapolation of the slope of the product-time curve, thus correctly calculated from potentials, to zero time. The true halfcell potential can be determined using known ratios of ferricyanide to ferrocyanide ion in each kind of non-illuminated reaction mixture. The total concentrations of the ions should be at least 10-' M to minimize dark reduction by the fragments. The validity of the method of correction was established by measuring reaction velocities over very short times, such that no inactivation occurred, and over long times, during which inactivation becomes so large that the rate law for inactivation can be calculated. In addition to the increase in precision obtained in this way, a further increase was secured by starting with halfreduced oxidant, for the reliability of the potentialconcentration relationship is greatest in this region. Using these improvements and the fact that inactivation was usually slight, it was possible to obtain with little difficulty a standard deviation of velocity measurements of 2 % or smaller, even at low velocities.
LIGHT-INTENSITY CONSIDERATIONS:
Wth the potentiometric technique, light from an incandescent lamp was passed through an interference filter (width at half-maximum passage was 50 mu) and an infra-red filter. Intensity was regulated by voltage variation and the interpositioning of neutral density filters calibrated to better than 1 %. The intensity was maintained constant by manual regulation of the voltage and monitored continuously using a thermocouple or thermopile detector placed to the rear of the reaction cell. Absolute intensities were accurate to at least 10 %, as established by conventional methods using a National Bureau of Standards carbon-filament lamp as secondary standard, and were maintained constant within 1 %.
Because of the appreciable light absorption, even in the thinnest chloroplast suspensions, the intensity was measured as an average which can be expressed by: of this section which is used throughout this paper.
Since the sensitive elements of the thermopile or thermocouple only intercepted a small fraction of light beam transmitted through the reaction cell, it was necessary to correct the incident and transmitted lightintensity readings for divergence and scattering using a modification of the procedure of Wayrynen et al (3) . A correction for the light reflected from the plastic surfaces was also necessary. The light beam divergence correction factor, fD, was determined by placing the photo-detector in position such that it corresponded to the position of the reaction cell. With the light intensity kept constant, the galvanometer deflection was taken in this position and again with the detector in its normal position behind the cell space. The ratio of the galvanometer readings represented the divergence factor. The correction factor, fr, for reflection losses was determined from the following expressions:
(gal. def. with
The correction for the light lost due to scattering in the chloroplast suspension was usually calculated from galvanometer deflection readings taken with a selenium barrier layer photocell under the following conditions: 1) the cell filled with water; 2) the cell filled with the chloroplast fragment suspension; and 3) the above readings repeated with a mask over the face of the photocell in which an aperture of the same size and position of the receivers of the thermo- Chl(w/0) = deflection with fragment suspension in the cell and without the mask in front of the photocell The above procedure is based on the assumption that both the transmitted and the scattered light is picked up by the large surface of the photocell, whereas with the limited area of the aperture, the photocell picks up only the light normally received by the thermopile or thermocouple. This assumption is in keeping with the geometry of our cells, in which the depth was very much the smallest dimension. The scattering correction factor was found to vary with fragment concentration, as well as with the wave length of light, therefore it was necessary to determine the factor for every chloroplast preparation and every different light color used. Special scattering measurements are discussed in the Results section.
The reflection factor for single plastic surfaces, 
CORRECTIONS FOR SUSPENSION ABSORBENCY:
The results of the previous section demonstrate that the rectangular-hyperbolic rate law of equation 3 provides a highly satisfactory fit for intensity-velocity data in the macroscopic experimental situation. It is apparent, however, that unless such data can be related to the actual intensity-velocity relationship existing in any small region of constant light intensity such as might contain a few hundred chlorophyll molecules, they will not be useful for the calculation of the fundamental reaction parameters of the microscopic reaction systems. The problems associated with heterogeneous light fields such as exist in chloroplast solutions have been well discussed by Rabinowitch (11) . In principle, one may extrapolate through repeated dilutions of fragment suspension to a condition of zero light absorption. In practice, it is easier to vary the cell depth along the light path, holding fragment concentration constant. Using the latter procedure, one must assume a functional form for the microscopic rate law and average this velocity expression through the reaction cell by integration. Our final choice for the microscopic law was kI I K (5) in which v is the velocity in a local microscopic region in which the light intensity has a constant value I. A priori it might be expected that the average velocity expression derived from equation 5 by velocity averaging over the depth of the cell, -kp I K(e-ca -1) + IAe.-ca vca K(e.ca -1) + 'A ,(6) in which -c, a, and IA are defined as in equation 1, would provide the experimental function of velocity in terms of light intensity and optical density due to light absorption if the microscopic rate law was chosen correctly. However, as will be (liscussed, it was found necessary to consider also the intensity-averaged form of the integrated rate law based on the same choice of microscopic rate law, V kpl kp(IA/ ca)
K + I K + (IA/ra) Equation 6 yields a true rectangular hyperbola at vanishingly small values of a -c, whereas equation 7 is always a rectangular hyperbola. The data of table I have associated too large an error to allow a distinction between these equations, but at higher optical intensities the distinction becomes marked, as shown in table II, in which it can be seen that equation 7 provides a highly superior fit to the experimental data at high, as well as low, optical densities. It should be noted that the only variable used in calculating the velocities is a; K and k were the constants. Mayne has recently shown that similar verification of equations 7 and 5 results if a is held constant and -c is changed (12) . These tests are not only adequate to distinguish between the types of averaging necessary to obtain the macroscopic rate law, but since equation 7 is satisfactory at both high and low optical densities, the microscopic rate law, equation 5, on which it is based must be a satisfactory approximation to the natural rate law to the quite high accuracy of the present data. (14) have suggested that it is also satisfactory for photosynthesis data under some conditions (see also the dliscussion in Rabinowitch (11)). However, it is not possible with data of less than perfect accuracy to completely establish the validity of such an enmpirical analysis. We may, however, test a very great many alternative possibilities by the use I of series expansions of -in powers of I since many more complicated rate laws may be approximated in this way. (For examples of photosynthesis rate laws treatable in this way see (6) (8) suggested that kp/K was temperature-independent, from which they concluded that independent parameters k/K = kLp and k = kDp could be defined (see also (3) It is apparent that kL has an activation energy of zero with a high degree of confidence. We may thus conclude, following the arguments of Bishop et al, that kL has significance as a separate parameter, a result which might be expected if this parameter is dominated by temperature-independent processes such as light absorption, migration of electronic quanta and quantatrapping through temperature-independent processes in which systems change fronm one electronic state to another. The activation energy for kD obtained by least-squares fitting of the Arrhenius plot of table IV data is 13.0 ± 0.3 kcal. As would be expected, the present value is significantly higher than that reported by Bishop et al and higher than nearly all reported values, most of which were obtained without extrapolation to infinite light intensity (see (8) and (6) (7) for complete description). There is no reason to assume at this time that the frequency factor is other than unity. EXPERIMIENTS AT HIGH OXIDANT CONCENTRA-TIONS: In order to establish the form of the rate law at high (0.003 M) oxidant concentrations as well as at low, 13 carefully controlled manometric determinations of the rate law were made at the higher concentration and analyzed statistically. Although the errors inherent in the method considerably decrease the precision of these results as compared with potentiometrically determined velocities, the rate law was found to be identical in form in the 2 kinds of experiments, a confirmation of many previous observations from our laboratory. This conclusion is important since recent studies by Jagendorf and coworkers (10) suggest very strongly that the unusual behavior of the Hill reaction at high oxidant concentrations (4) is due to a decoupling by the oxidant of the photosynthetic-phosphorylation mechanism from the main sequence of Hill-reaction steps. If this indeed proves to be the case, it will be possible to conclude that the presence or absence of phosphorylation influences the values of the rate parameters but not the form of the rate law.
WAVE LENGTH DEPENDENCE OF kD AND k-L: Lumry et al (3) obtained values for the quantum requirement of the Hill reaction using equation 4 to evaluate kL which, on conversion to absolute absorbed light intensities, measures the minimum requirement; i.e., that which occurs at zero light i-ntensity. Those results indicated a rather surprising increase in the minimum requirement in the region of minimum extinction coefficient for chlorophyll (560 m,u). Experience subsequent to that work suggested that the correction for scattered light may have been inadequate, particularly in the regiQn of the spectrum in which light absorption is at a minimum. As a test of this possibility, the absolute quantum requirement was determined at 675,560 and 457.5 mu (peak values of interference filters with a 50 mju width at halfmaximum transmission). The data are given in table V and figure 2. The earlier scattering correction was confirmed within error for blue and red illumination but not for the 560 region, where we found it necessary to use a special technique to determine the large correction. The method, due to Haxo and Blinks (16) , consists in placing the chloroplast-fragment suspension against the face of a selenium barrier- layer photocell and covering the suspension with a magnesia-coated hemisphere. A small slit in the hemisphere admits the light directly onto the suspension. Since any scattered or reflected light from the suspension will be reflected back to the photocell surface, the ratio of the photocell output with water in place of the suspension to that with the suspension in place will be the ratio of incident intensity to transmitted intensity. Comparison of this ratio with that obtained when the calibrated thermocouple was placed in the normal experimental arrangement, provided a simple calculation of the scattering factor. This factor at 560 m/A was found to be 1.48, as compared with 1.38 determined using the method described in the Experimental section. The value is considerably greater than the former value for a suspension of approximately the same fragment concentration (3) .
The quantum requirements given in table V are the minimum values obtained by the extrapolation of the straight lines of figure 2 to zero light intensity and applying the necessary geometry and absorbency factors to the kL values thus obtained. No corrections of kL for scattering, divergence, and reflection lightlosses were needed since these corrections were made on the individual light intensity readings as previously described. It will be noticed in this figure and table V that kD (measured by slope) is essentially independent of wave length but that kL does depend on wave length, as would be expected. It is perhaps worthy of mention that in photosynthesis, as in most other cases of biological photochemistry, the velocity of reaction at a fixed finite light intensity contains contributions from at least 2 rate processes-a lightdependent and a light-independent process-so that in the usual situation, in which the processes depend in different ways on the light intensity or on the lightwave length, a simple velocity measurement gives little, if any, useful information about the wave length dependence of this process. Thus, if it is to be useful, the concept of "action spectrum" must be more rigorously defined so that it is based on velocities extrapolated to zero light intensity. A useful action spectrum for the Hill reaction would then be a plot of properly corrected values of kL versus wave length.
Although the quantum requirements of In the second case, each local reaction unit in the course of its perambulations through the rapidly stirred reaction mixture must average the light intensity. The total time between the production of product molecules, presumably oxygen, must be sufficientlv long so that each unit sees approximately the same timeaverage light field. Gilmour (18) and Kok (19) have found that this time may be an appreciable fraction of a second but even the time of Emerson and Arnold (20) , which was about 0.01 sec, is probably sufficiently long for a fragment in a rapidly stirred suspension to make a large translation in our cells. Apparently the several quanta necessary to produce 1 product molecule arrive with rates corresponding to different light intensities and thus approximately average the effect of intensity. Slow stirring (< 30 cycles per sec) produces appreciably different rates of reaction than fast stirring, though this observation must be due in part to the time for diffusional equilibration of the oxidant concentration in the neighborhood of the electrodes. Normal rates of stirring were maintained at levels (> 80 cycles per sec) such that significant changes in these rates had no effect on reaction velocities. It might be suggested that even in the absence of stirring, simple diffusional rotation of the large, optically-dense fragments would provide 'Studies to be reported (17) Systems, 1959) have observed that the fluorescence yield and thus presumably the local velocity at a "photosynthetic unit" for a given light intensity is independent of whether the reaction mixture is stirred or not. They conclude that the effects of stirring on measured velocity are due to the rate of equilibration of oxidant concentration at the electrode and that there is enough averaging of light intensity as a consequence of translational and rotational Brownian motion alone to explain the observed dependence of experimental velocity on average light intensity.
The paper by the above authors in the reference cited should be consulted for velocity expressions applicable to experimental situations in which the optical density is not large.
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